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THE POWER OF CREATIVITY
TO DRIVE POSITIVE CHANGE
has a longstanding commitment to supporting our communities.
“Burberry
Drawing on our founder’s heritage and pledge to have a meaningful impact
on society, we continue to honour this legacy today with programmes
and initiatives, both through the Company and The Burberry Foundation,
focused on providing young people with opportunities to make a positive
difference around the world.

”

Dr Gerry Murphy, Burberry Chair & Burberry Foundation Trustee
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INTRODUCTION
Championing our communities is core to Burberry’s values and reflects the legacy of our founder,
Thomas Burberry. In 2017, driven by The Burberry Foundation’s mission to use the power of
creativity to drive positive change in our communities, and supported by Burberry plc, we made
a five-year commitment to positively impact 1 million people. To achieve this challenging goal,
we developed a range of innovative partnerships with charities, schools, and social enterprises.
These were set up to tackle key social and educational challenges that face the next generation
of creatives and the communities that sustain the luxury industry. We focused our strategy
on three pillars that align with our capacity as a business and reflect where we can make the
most impact: tackling educational inequality and building cultural capital; fostering community
cohesion and employability skills; supporting social and economic development.
This report reviews the impact and accomplishments of both Burberry plc and The Burberry
Foundation1 in achieving our goal over the last five years.

OUR GOAL

Positively impact 1 million people by 2022

OUR STRATEGY

Our five-year communities agenda focused on supporting
and empowering local communities across our value chain
through three core strategic pillars

1.

2.

3.

TACKLING EDUCATIONAL
INEQUALITY AND BUILDING
CULTURAL CAPITAL

FOSTERING COMMUNITY
COHESION AND
EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

SUPPORTING SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

Creating high-quality
cultural experiences
and educational support
to unleash the creative
potential and aspirations
of young people.

Contributing to more
cohesive and inclusive
local communities
through supporting
vulnerable individuals in
key regions with strong
ties to Burberry.

Empowering remote
communities to build a
more sustainable and
resilient cashmere industry.

1 Burberry plc donates 1% of Group adjusted profits before tax (PBT) to charitable initiatives each year, with the majority of
philanthropic work carried out by The Burberry Foundation, an independent charity, in collaboration with NGO partners and
community-based organisations.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Throughout our five-year strategy, we are proud to have worked with many partners, teams
and suppliers around the world to make a difference.

OUR CONTRIBUTION

£22.8m

invested in partnerships
and programmes

33,000

42,000

volunteer hours dedicated by
our employees to impactful
community projects

1%

smart business clothing
garments donated to support
vulnerable people enrolled in
employability programmes

of adjusted Group profit
before tax donated by
Burberry plc to charitable
initiatives every year1

OUR IMPACT

1.2 MILLION PEOPLE

POSITIVELY IMPACTED2

1.

2.

3.

TACKLING EDUCATIONAL
INEQUALITY & BUILDING
CULTURAL CAPITAL

COMMUNITY COHESION &
EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT

658,000

219,500

124,000

245,000

35+

10+

humanitarian relief, COVID-19 vaccinations
and other charitable donations

supporting the development and
delivery of community programmes

students & teachers
equipped with new skills

PEOPLE supported through

people facing barriers
to inclusion and
employment supported

people in remote cashmere
producing communities reached

NGO PARTNERS

COUNTRIES

reached through
community investment initiatives

OUR GLOBAL REACH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

UK 706,061
Italy 205,367
Afghanistan 124,435
US 16,662
Hong Kong S.A.R., China 4,060
South Africa 3,285
Somalia, Somaliland, South Sudan 560
India 500

1
4

2

3
7

8

5

6

1 The majority of philanthropic work carried out by The Burberry Foundation, an independent charity, in collaboration with NGO
partners and community-based organisations.
2 80.3% of the total number of people positively impacted has been achieved through Burberry Foundation programmes.
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1. TACKLING EDUCATIONAL INEQUALITY
INSPIRING YOUNG PEOPLE THROUGH CREATIVE EXPERIENCES
AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Participating in creative activities can have a positive influence on young people’s lives and
contribute to their personal development3. However, many young people, particularly those from
disadvantaged backgrounds and underrepresented communities, don’t get the opportunities or
support to explore their creative aspirations and develop their talent.
OUR IMPACT IN NUMBERS

9,500
young people
actively engaged in
arts and education

639,000

15

pupils & teachers
provided with careers
education support
and resources

grassroot youth
organisations
equipped to inspire
and educate

The creative industry predominantly relies on diversity of thought, experience, and
perspective to drive our creativity and innovations. At Burberry, we believe creativity is
integral to the long-term success of our business. Nurturing and encouraging the next
generation of creatives is a natural expression of our purpose.
We have empowered young people, particularly those from disadvantaged or underrepresented
communities, to access opportunities, unlock potential, and encouraged them to expand their
aspirations. We have done this by tackling educational inequality and building cultural capital4 in
partnership with leading education and cultural organisations. Beyond a core focus on breaking
down barriers in the creative sector, our support also addressed mental health problems and
other challenges facing young people.
At the heart of the programme are three core initiatives and partnerships:

Burberry Inspire

Burberry Engage

London Youth

The first transatlantic arts
education project of its kind,
offering wide-ranging art
experiences to foster creativity,
build confidence and aspirations,
and engender collaboration.

Expanding the career horizons
and improving the employability
skills of young people in Yorkshire
and London, by transforming
careers education provision and
unlocking creative passions
and aspirations.

Enabling the largest network of
grassroots youth organisations
to champion better lives and
opportunities for young people
in London’s most deprived areas
through food provision, education
and mental health support.

3 Arts Education and Positive Youth Development: Cognitive, Behavioural, and Social Outcomes of Adolescents who Study the
Arts, Elpus, Kenneth, National Endowment for the Arts, 2012; Arts and Achievement in High-Risk Youth: Findings from Four
Longitudinal Studies, Research Report #55, National Endowment for the Arts, 2012.
4 Cultural capital refers to wider knowledge and experience of arts, culture and literature that helps students succeed in school
and in later life.
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Burberry Inspire: Introducing New Cultural Experiences
Burberry Inspire set out to change the way young people see the world and understand
their potential in two of our key locations – Yorkshire in the UK and New York City. The
first programme of its kind, Burberry Inspire brought well-known arts partners, academic
institutions, and schools together to provide cultural immersion to students and assess the
impact this has on them across the five years of the programme.
Driven by the Ideas Foundation, a UK creative arts charity, and City University New York,
Burberry Inspire provided a variety of in-school and extra-curricular activities to students aged
11-14 in fourteen participating schools. Each school was supported by a dedicated Artist-inResidence from one of the local cultural organisations specialising in different areas of creative
arts (theatre, dance, film and art).
Teachers worked closely with in-house artists to design and deliver wide-ranging, hands-on
learning activities over four years. Through workshops, day trips, after-school clubs, and virtual
lessons, we opened many doors for collaborative and interactive art experiences to students
who would otherwise not have access to such opportunities.
Longitudinal impact studies, conducted by King’s College London and the City
University of New York, showed measurable increases in self-confidence,
self-esteem, and creative aspirations across the 9,500 children involved,
demonstrating the positive impact of our arts and cultural experiences
on their lives.
IMPACT INSIGHTS
Inspiring creativity during the pandemic: Our cultural partners from both locations engaged
in a unique transatlantic collaboration to build versatile creativity kits. These kits were
designed to provide students with access to creative activities both virtually and offline.
The kits included instructions for the activities to be delivered either with the support of a
teacher or cultural partners, and for students to complete independently at home. It provided
valuable opportunities for over 7,000 children to share knowledge, learn from each other, and
embrace their creative voice.
Meeting diverse needs: Several projects were developed specifically for students with disabilities
and special educational needs–
•

Our bespoke drama and poetry activities boosted the confidence of non-native English
speaking students and improved motivation to attend school.

•

Dance performance workshops were made more accessible for d/Deaf students by focusing
on sound vibrations and physical expression.

Upskilling teachers with the help of Artists-in-Residence: Burberry Inspire also had an impact
at the organisational level, leading to stronger, more supportive relationships between teachers
and their pupils. By co-creating events and activities with resident artists, teachers were able to
learn new skills and techniques which have ongoing application in the classroom.

67%

7,000

64%

of pupils reported an
increased sense of
self confidence

children accessed
creativity kits

of teachers belief
in the importance of
creativity in schools
increased
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BENEFICIARY SPOTLIGHT – OPENING NEW HORIZONS AND
CATALYSING CREATIVE CAREERS
Taking part in Burberry Inspire provided students with specific skills which would aid
them in pursuing their future creative and non-creative careers. One student who
engaged with Leeds Young Film and Leeds Playhouse strengthened their existing desire
and interest in acting and film. Through practical and hands-on experience, such as
storyboarding, script writing and camerawork, they gained valuable insights into the
range of skills required in filmmaking. As a result of this first-hand knowledge and
experience, the student has taken steps to develop an acting career outside of school signing up to a casting agency as well as taking part in several performances.
Key outcomes: Deepened pre-existing interest and enjoyment, and boosted desire to
pursue a career in acting.

“

All the workshops were new things to me, and they were very fun and inspirational. Today
has made me feel more engaged, inspired, and imaginative because I learnt a lot.

”

Student, Ruth Gorse Academy

“

It has been wonderful to see Burberry Inspire grow into an international creative experience
for young people and schools to collaborate with world-class creative partners in Yorkshire
and New York.

”

Heather MacRae Managing Director, Ideas Foundation
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Burberry Engage: Expanding Career Horizons
Burberry Engage is an award-winning, multi-faceted initiative that empowers young people
by expanding career horizons and improving employability skills. Initially launched in schools
in Yorkshire and London, our reach has expanded across the UK through online engagement.
Driven by our mission, the aim of Burberry Engage has been to inspire pupils who may not
otherwise have had access, or felt equipped, to pursue a career in the creative industries as well
as to improve careers education provision.
Burberry Engage is our most far-reaching initiative, involving over 630,000 pupils and
teachers through three key partnerships:
•

Teach First: An education charity that works with schools in areas of greatest need to close
education gaps for disadvantaged young people, through high-quality career education,
workshops, and inspiration-days.

•

The Careers and Enterprise Company (CEC): The national body for careers education in
England, supporting schools and colleges to deliver modern careers education, with an aim
to raise awareness of possibilities in the creative industry.

•

Connectr: A tech platform that upskills young people through the provision of mentoring,
careers and learning content, to provide the right skills and understanding of future career
pathways.

IMPACT INSIGHTS
Transforming careers education: The Careers Leader programme was designed by Teach First
to help school leaders transform career provision throughout their school and simultaneously
become even better leaders. Burberry’s support provided a Strategy Writing Guide to assist
leaders in writing a whole-school strategy, and provide content for courses for the programme.
Creative Industry Toolkit: Together with CEC, we developed an online creative toolkit containing
a series of immersive and interactive educational training resources, called ‘Spotlight’. They
enable teachers, advisors, and influencers to inspire young people with details of the breadth of
career opportunities in the creative industries.
Challenging young people: In partnership with Connectr, we organised the annual Burberry
Engage Creative Online Challenge, a creative competition open to young people to share their
vision of fashion in the future and demonstrate their design skills. Previous winners of the
challenge visited Burberry’s offices to meet employees and celebrate their accomplishment.
Since 2018, we have engaged 495 young people and selected 18 winners.

89%

152

53%

of pupils engaged
through Teach First
reported feeling more
excited about
future careers

schools downloaded
the Creative
Industries toolkit

of students reported
that they are more
likely to consider a
career in the
creative industry
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“

I can honestly say that this has been one of the best things that has been brought to our school.
The students were engaged at all times and embraced the new way of working online.

”

Teacher, Co-op Academy Grange

“

This was the perfect opportunity to be involved from the other side and get that experience
whilst also helping young people with their career questions.

”

Burberry volunteer, Ahrian Taylor, Learning Experience Designer

London Youth: Providing Safe Spaces for Young People
to Learn, Grow, and Shine
London is one of the most thriving and diverse cities in the world. However, many young
people still experience poverty and financial hardship, and don’t receive the support they
need to succeed in life.
As a British luxury fashion company with a strong connection to London, we want to champion
better lives and opportunities for young Londoners.
Burberry Group plc partnered with London Youth (a charity supporting a network of grassroots
organisations) at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, working together to deliver
‘keeping the lights on’ grants to local youth organisations. In 2021, The Burberry Foundation
entered into a new, separate partnership with London Youth, providing young people in some of
London’s most deprived communities with the resources and support to build resilience against
the short and long-term impacts of the pandemic. Our funding has contributed to 15 frontline
youth organisations to continue providing key educational, mental health, and food support for
young people.
Our partnerships with London Youth have highlighted the importance of youth clubs in offering
safe spaces for young people living in poverty, at risk of violence, and experiencing social
exclusion. Through mentoring, workshops, and group sessions, young people were able to build
connections and obtain peer support, as well as development opportunities.
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“

There is always a great sense of community, no matter who you are, where you’re from, your
age, what you look like, you are accepted, included and made to feel like you do matter.

”

Young person, Lewisham Youth Theatre

8,000

1,100

3,424

disadvantaged young
people engaged and
supported

one-to-one sessions on
emotional support and
mentoring

food parcels delivered
to young people and
their families

CREATIVE SCHOLARSHIPS: CLOSING THE INEQUALITY GAP IN ARTS EDUCATION
In addition to our core initiatives, since 2012 we have partnered with the Royal College of Art
(RCA) to provide scholarships for talented young people from underrepresented communities.
In 2020, we expanded our scholarships programme globally to provide more equal access to
creative arts programmes at some of the world’s most esteemed creative institutions; including
The New School’s Parsons School of Design in New York City, Institut Français de la Mode in
Paris and Central Saint Martins in London.
This expansion, together with our existing commitment to the RCA, enabled us to support 44
students who would not have been able to carry out their studies without our financial support.

“

Without the scholarship, studying at the RCA wouldn’t have been possible. Because of
The Burberry Foundation I have had access to amazing studies and workshops, thoughtprovoking lectures, and talented visiting lecturers.

”

A scholar in MA Fashion, 2021
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2. FOSTERING COMMUNITY COHESION
AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
DRIVING SOCIAL INCLUSION AND YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY
Inequality has been exacerbated by current circumstances, including the global pandemic, which
has reinforced the importance of cohesive, supportive local communities in helping people to
navigate and thrive in uncertain times.
OUR IMPACT IN NUMBERS

>200K

>50

61%

people at risk
of social exclusion
supported and impacted

work & training
opportunities provided
at social enterprises
active in circular fashion

of apprentices stayed
in employment
after participating in
the programmes

Driving community cohesion is not just the right thing to do. It is crucial for our employees,
suppliers, and customers that they live and work in a thriving and inclusive society that
provides a sense of belonging, social connection, and opportunity.
Both prior to and during the global pandemic, we recognised that it was essential that no-one
was left behind in a rapidly changing society. Committed to fostering a more equitable and
inclusive society, we established multiple local partnerships to strengthen the community
cohesion in regions that have been facing growing challenges from youth employment and
social exclusion. Our work focused on supporting community initiatives, schools, and social
enterprises that play a pivotal role in improving employment opportunities, while also
addressing social inclusion issues for vulnerable and marginalised people.
Our three key partnerships driving social cohesion and youth employability:

Oxfam Italy

Elvis & Kresse

Progetto Quid

A five-year initiative to improve
access to essential community
services in health, education and
employment for young, vulnerable
and marginalised people.

A unique partnership to
transform waste into new
products and provide young
people with valuable work
experiences in circular fashion.

In addition to addressing the
challenge of excess and unwanted
clothes in the industry, the
social enterprise offers training
and work opportunities for
marginalised people.
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Oxfam Italy: Driving Social Cohesion through Schools and Community Centres
Tuscany has a strong tradition of craftsmanship and is a key manufacturing area for
Burberry. However, in recent years the region has faced increasing levels of poverty, youth
unemployment, and school drop-outs.
With Oxfam Italy, we set out to tackle these growing social issues and drive social inclusion in
the region. We focused on the most vulnerable people, such as children at risk of dropping out
from school, and migrant families struggling to connect with local communities. Recognising the
vital role of schools and community centres as places to learn and access support, and generally
bring people together, we strengthened their resources and capabilities to improve the lives of
vulnerable people.
IMPACT INSIGHTS
Equipping teachers with inclusive education: Our school mentoring programme introduced
teachers and mentors to more inclusive teaching styles, tailored to support ‘at risk’ students,
increase motivation, and reduce the risk of dropping out.
Expanding community centres’ activities: Local community centres were enabled to expand
after-school clubs, workshops, Italian language courses, as well as employment support to
people in need and from marginalised backgrounds.
Enabling the network of community champions: Community Facilitator networks brought
together schools, NGOs, community centres, and other social inclusion champions to effectively
reach out to the most vulnerable people and help them access financial, educational, and health
support services.
The programme also helped build stronger relationships with local authorities by sharing
learnings of the needs of vulnerable people and advocating the importance of adopting socially
inclusive policies and practices.

96%

86%

of community
centre users now have
a better knowledge of
services available*

of teachers feel more
equipped to support
at-risk students*

BENEFICIARY SPOTLIGHT – HELPING MIGRANTS REBUILD THEIR LIVES
The Community Facilitators have played a vital role in helping migrants to access
essential support to settle and feel welcome in their local communities. Through their
support, a migrant woman escaping the crisis in Ukraine at the start of 2022 was able to
apply for “Special Protection”, guaranteeing her right to stay in the country and access
to the National Health System. Being fully supported by the Community Facilitators
allowed her to understand her rights and navigate the complex application process,
from finding accurate information to receiving crucial documents from local services.
Through the continued support and advice from the Community Facilitators and the
positive interactions with the community centre, she has been able to begin rebuilding
her life in Italy, whilst feeling safe and welcome in her new community.
Key outcomes: Integration in the local community, providing the opportunity to build a
new life after escaping conflict.
* Programme outcomes for FY21-22. 5-year final evaluation report to be published by ARCO, Oxfam’s Monitoring, Evaluation and
Learning (MEL) partner, in October 2022.
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Elvis & Kresse and Progetto Quid: Enhancing Inclusiveness and
Employability through Circular Fashion
We supported both of these innovative social enterprises to tackle two systematic issues in the
fashion sector – inclusiveness and waste. Both partnerships also created unique opportunities
for disadvantaged people to improve employability through engagement with circular fashion.
Elvis & Kresse is an ethical fashion brand dedicated to giving raw materials a new life. It
is committed to transforming perceptions of waste and inspiring people to protect the
environment. Burberry donated over 8 tonnes of leather that has since been transformed into
more than 5,000 new products. The company also provided 26 apprenticeships and 91 work
experience placements5 to under-skilled people. At the end of the apprenticeship programme,
61% progressed into a job in the manufacturing/creative sector and 31% started their own
business6.
Progetto Quid brings new life to unused fabric and creates opportunities for people facing
barriers to finding work, including those who were victims of domestic violence and human
trafficking. Alongside offering 21 traineeships and two apprenticeships, Progetto Quid also
supported vulnerable workers with housing, banking, and immigration paperwork.

5 Based on year 1-4.
6 Average since the start of partnership at Y4.
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3. SUPPORTING SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
BUILDING A BETTER FUTURE FOR CASHMERE HERDERS
Afghanistan is a significant producer of cashmere and a key sourcing region for the luxury
industry. Despite this, many cashmere farmers still live in extreme poverty and lack the
skills and resources to grow their business capacity and competitiveness in the global
market.
Our five-year initiative with Oxfam and PUR Projet was designed to improve the livelihoods of
local cashmere herding communities across the country. With self-sufficiency and resilience
both central goals, the partnership focused on equipping herders with the knowledge, skills
and key resources required to improve their yields, sell collectively, and diversify their income.
As a result of the programme, these herder communities have gained vital knowledge on how
to improve their livelihoods via the cashmere industry and have learned how to implement more
climate resilient farming practices.
IMPACT INSIGHTS
Better educated herders: Our training engaged herders in important topics such as sustainable
harvesting, animal welfare, and cashmere trade. These sessions were adapted to be hands-on
and practical to make learning more accessible to the herders who, in some cases, had limited
literacy skills.
Better access to markets: Five Collective Action Organisations (CAO) were established to
connect herders directly with suppliers and traders. This not only improved their visibility in
markets but also enabled them to collectively bargain for better prices and improve their income.
Increased competitiveness: The partnership funded a new goat breeding farm, which distributed
at least 380 elite goats to over 60 herders with the aim of improving the cashmere quality long
term. Para-vets services also contributed to better goat health and reduced the mortality rate
by providing essential livestock treatments and vaccinations to almost 130,000 goats.

>124K

>7K

28%

30,000kg

people positively
impacted

cashmere herders
attended training

of CAO council
members are women

cashmere sold at a
higher price via CAOs

BENEFICIARY SPOTLIGHT – TRAINING FARMERS TO DEVELOP
SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS
A 60-year-old farmer engaged in the programme became better equipped to farm his
livestock and care for his family, thanks to the support and training provided. He and
other villagers from Khulm district had been suffering from consecutive droughts which
had drained water and had a negative impact on the farmers’ lives. Through the cashmere
project, however, he became able to keep livestock healthy with improved animal shelters
and one-time vaccines. Since the launch of the project, he also increased the number
of goats that are more versatile and adaptable to drought conditions, allowing him to
mitigate the negative impact of the changing climate.
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I am very happy with the implementation of the cashmere programme in
“my
village. Our livestock were vaccinated and treated and as a result the

mortality rate was reduced. By selling goats and their produce, including
cashmere, it has helped my large family’s livelihood.

”

Cashmere Farmer, Afghanistan
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HELPING COMMUNITIES
RECOVER AND REBUILD
Alongside our core programmes, Burberry plc and The Burberry Foundation have continued
supporting people and communities affected by natural disasters and humanitarian crises
around the world.
The COVID-19 Community Fund was launched through The Burberry Foundation at the start
of the pandemic to help frontline workers, hospitals, and vulnerable communities around
the world fight against the global pandemic. All donations raised by the fund were directed
to support relief efforts globally, from procuring and distributing surgical masks, gowns, and
other protective equipment to providing funding to food banks and healthcare charities. The
fund was able to further scale its reach with proceeds from branded face masks sales, totalling
£605,000.
Our key contributions included:
•

Retooling of Burberry’s trench coat factory in Yorkshire to make more than 150,000 pieces
of PPE for NHS and healthcare charities

•

Donations to the University of Oxford’s emergency vaccine research and UNICEF’s COVAX
Appeal, providing vaccines for over 185,000 people to date

•

Donations to UK charities which provided over 650,000 meals to vulnerable communities

“

Burberry’s support of UNICEF’s COVID-19 Vaccines Appeal is critical to help ensure
rapid and equitable access of COVID-19 vaccines – irrespective of a country’s wealth. By
supporting UNICEF, Burberry is helping the overall effort to procure and deliver two billion
life-saving vaccines to all 190 countries participating in the COVAX Facility, including
those already facing humanitarian challenges. Together, we can deliver the world’s largest
vaccination campaign, in record time, and build a brighter future for the world’s children.
Steven Waugh, Chief Financial Officer, UNICEF UK
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”

REFLECTIONS AND LOOKING AHEAD
Alongside the tangible impacts these initiatives had on communities across different
countries, we are proud to have worked in partnership with local groups and valued partners
to build initiatives that will have a positive impact for years to come. The global pandemic was
unprecedented, but together with our partners, we regularly reviewed the effectiveness of our
programmes and worked closely to build in the ability to adapt and respond to the changing
needs of our communities and local contexts during this time. As we look to the future, drawing
on these key learnings and guided by our heritage and purpose, we are committed to going even
further, faster.
Moving forward, there will be greater alignment across both Burberry plc and The Burberry
Foundation, with a focus on the core issue of youth empowerment. By streamlining efforts
and resources across both entities, we aim to have an even more meaningful impact
within our communities, drawing on our founder’s legacy. The new strategic vision for
The Burberry Foundation is focused on enabling the next generation to explore new
possibilities, unlock their creativity, and drive positive change to help them build a better
future. The Burberry Foundation believes young people who have positive role models, safe
spaces and opportunities to develop and exercise their creativity, can become empowered,
self-confident individuals. To do this, The Burberry Foundation will work with leading youth
organisations around the world to support innovative solutions to youth challenges that
generate long-term sustainable impact.

DATA COLLECTION APPROACH
Data for this impact report has been collected from various data sources from charity
partners’ impact reports, websites, independent studies, and Burberry plc’s annual
reports. Total beneficiary numbers have been externally verified by PwC.

Burberry Group Plc,
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London SW1P 2AW
Registered in England and Wales
Registered Number: 03458224

The Burberry Foundation,
Registered in England and Wales
Registered Charity Number: 1154468
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